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Abstract 14 

The electrochemical reduction of CO2 has emerged as a promising alternative to traditional 15 

fossil-based technologies for the synthesis of chemicals. Its industrial implementation could lead 16 

to a reduction in the carbon footprint of chemicals and the mitigation of climate change impacts 17 

caused by hard-to decarbonize industrial applications, among other benefits. However, the 18 

current low technology readiness levels of such emerging technologies make it hard to predict 19 

their performance at industrial scales. During the past few years, researchers have developed 20 

diverse techniques to model and assess the electrochemical reduction of CO2 towards its 21 

industrial implementation. The aim of this literature review is to provide a comprehensive 22 

overview of technoeconomic and life cycle assessment methods and pave the way for future 23 

assessment approaches. First, we identify which modeling approaches have been conducted to 24 

extend analysis to the production scale. Next, we explore the metrics used to evaluate such 25 

systems, regarding technical, environmental, and economic aspects. Finally, we assess the 26 

challenges and research opportunities for the industrial implementation of CO2 reduction via 27 

electrolysis.   28 
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1. Introduction 34 

In recent years carbon capture and utilization (CCU) technologies have emerged as key 35 

components of carbon mitigation pathways to decarbonize hard-to-abate sectors (e.g., shipping, 36 

aviation, and industrial applications). Indeed, the past decade has seen rapid progress in 37 

research and development in CCU technologies in the search for r     ecarbonization pathways 38 

for industrial and chemical processes (Birdja et al., 2019; De Luna et al., 2019; Schiffer and 39 

Manthiram, 2017). The main motivation behind CO2-based chemistry is not to remediate CO2 40 

emissions but to decarbonize the synthesis of chemicals by providing cleaner alternatives to 41 

fossil-based precursors (Artz et al., 2018; Babacan et al., 2020). CCU pathways may include 42 

processes at different fundamental chemistry pathways: biochemical, bioelectrochemical, 43 

electrochemical, photocatalytic, photosynthetic, and thermo-catalytic processes. Each 44 
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alternative shows strengths and weaknesses in different areas. A coordinated effort towards 45 

their cost-effective integration into the process chain and energy systems will be needed to drive 46 

the shift towards a low carbon economy, which will require the integration of carbon neutral 47 

energy sources into the oil and gas and other chemicals sectors, which make up 6.2% and 0.3% 48 

of current direct carbon emissions in the United States (United States Environmental Protection 49 

Agency, 2019).   50 

Energy systems around the world are evolving towards more integrated, cleaner, and 51 

sustainable processes. However, achieving a carbon-free economy is a daunting task, as it 52 

requires significantly reducing emissions from difficult-to-decarbonize sectors, including 53 

industrial and chemical processes (Davis et al., 2018; Hepburn et al., 2019). On the other hand, 54 

recent and rapid progress in renewable power generation technologies, e.g., wind and solar 55 

photovoltaic power, could facilitate the transition from fossil-based to renewable-based energy 56 

systems (Chu et al., 2017; Haegel et al., 2019; Veers et al., 2019). However, these renewable 57 

energy technologies have variable output at both daily and seasonal scales, leading to times of 58 

both shortages and surpluses. This presents interesting opportunities for flexible Power-to-X 59 

technologies which can both increase flexible electricity demand and potentially provide a new 60 

fuel source that can shift electricity production temporally and/or spatially, as well as providing 61 

decarbonization pathways for other sectors.  Due to the wide variety of both potential products 62 

and applications, the consolidation of a roadmap for the industrial implementation of 63 

renewable-based CCU requires a cross-sectoral systems engineering approach (Grim et al., 64 

2020).  65 

In this direction, the electroreduction of CO2 into chemicals (ECO2R) is a technology with the 66 

potential to produce valuable products and use excess renewable energy, but presents major 67 

economic and performance challenges in terms of efficiency, flexibility and durability      (Martín 68 

et al., 2015). To become a disruptive technology and displace or compliment petrochemical 69 

processes, ECO2R is expected to yield multi-carbon products (i.e. C2+ products) as one means of 70 

increasing capital utilization, and hence revenue. However, due to the current state of the 71 

technology, single-carbon products present the most economically compelling targets 72 

(Bushuyev et al., 2018). At earlier stages of implementation, quantitative methods for the 73 

assessment of ECO2R processes become crucial to guide research based on technical, economic, 74 

and environmental targets. Process modeling, techno-economic assessment, and life cycle 75 

assessment of emerging technologies are both a key instrument and a major challenge for 76 

ECO2R assessment and decision-making. Some of these aspects have been the subject of 77 
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research efforts from the general perspective of CCU (Artz et al., 2018; Centi et al., 2020; 78 

Thonemann, 2020). 79 

In this work, we aim to provide a comprehensive overview of the modeling and assessment of 80 

the electroreduction of CO2 into valuable chemicals. The main issues addressed in this review 81 

are: a) the modeling approaches that are implemented to bridge the information gap between 82 

the laboratory and the production scale, b) the metrics used to evaluate ECO2R technologies, 83 

regarding performance, environmental, and economic aspects, and c) the challenges and 84 

research opportunities for the industrial implementation of ECO2R. 85 

2. Methods 86 

With the purpose of assessing the state of the art of ECO2R in a systematic manner, we used the 87 

Web of Science search engine to search for the query: electro* and (*reduction near CO2). Note 88 

that the asterisks and “near” operator are used to include alternative terminology used to refer 89 

to this technology (e.g., CO2 reduction, electroreduction of CO2, electrosynthesis, etc.). This gives 90 

a total of 10,738 articles published in peer-reviewed journals as of January 2021. Additionally, 91 

we refined the search to pinpoint quantitative methods for the economic assessment of ECO2R 92 

processes. When the term “economic” is added to the search query to identify the contributions 93 

with economic considerations, it results in a subset of 145 peer-reviewed journal papers. 94 

Likewise, 72 documents were found after filtering the results that satisfied the query 95 

“(environmental NEAR (assessment OR analysis OR impact))”. Figure 1 shows the trends in the 96 

number of contributions resulting from these three queries within the last two decades.  97 

 98 
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Figure 1. Number of contributions within years 2000-2020 resulting from the query terms “electro* and (*reduction 99 
near CO2)” (ECO2R), “electro* and (*reduction near CO2) and economic” (ECO2R+economic) and “electro* and 100 

(*reduction near CO2) and (environmental NEAR (assessment OR analysis OR impact))” (ECO2R+environmental). 101 

 102 

As indicated by the trend of the results for the first query, the study of the electroreduction of 103 

CO2 has gained significant momentum over the past decade. Most of this research has been 104 

carried out at the laboratory scale, including: reactor and catalyst design, atomic and molecular 105 

modeling, and the kinetics of the electrochemical reactions. In contrast, studies quantifying the 106 

economic and environmental impact of ECO2R are relatively scarce, yet have slowly gained 107 

attention over the last five years.      This moderate increase is more pronounced in the case of 108 

techno-economic evaluation (series in orange     ) than for the environmental assessment (series 109 

in green     ). 110 

Based on the results of the search, the rest of this paper proceeds as follows. First, in Section 3 111 

we briefly describe current experimental advances and their relation to the scale up of the 112 

technology. Section 4 analyzes the different approaches for the modeling of ECO2R at the 113 

industrial scale, which is essential to obtain the data required for the performance, economic, 114 

and environmental assessment (Section 5). For these two sections we have analyzed the papers 115 

resulting from the economic and the environmental queries and filtered the ones that are out 116 

of topic. The contributions that provide relevant results in terms of production costs and 117 

environmental impacts have been used in our assessment and are included in the list of 118 

references. Finally, we present a summary of opportunities and challenges in ECO2R modeling 119 

and evaluation in Section 6.  120 

3. Experimental advances 121 

The experimental investigation of ECO2R seeks to quantify the successful conversion of CO2 to 122 

carbon products using five key figures of merit (FOM): current density, faradaic efficiency (FE), 123 

energy efficiency (applied potential), durability of the equipment, and size of the electrolyzer. 124 

These FOM characterize the performance of the experimental conversion process. However, in 125 

order to reach industrially relevant performance, lab-scale phenomena need to be extrapolated 126 

to production (industrial)-scale electrolyzers, where the key outcome is product yield. The 127 

optimal dimensions of industrial-size ECO2R electrolyzers are currently unknown due to the lack 128 

of connection between the lab-relevant length scale (electrochemical active area) and the total 129 

manufactured size of an electrolyzer. Though previous electrolyzer research has revealed 130 

chemical reaction trade-offs between longer flow fields and larger stack heights, a formula to 131 

calculate the dimensions of ECO2R reactors is yet to be developed. The electrolysis of water is a 132 
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related electrochemical process that is more commercially mature, but it is unknown if 133 

architectures that have shown success with those systems will also be the top performers for 134 

ECO2R due to substantial differences in chemistries. Hence, the scaling up of ECO2R will best be 135 

done interactively over time to understand the changes in performance that occur over longer 136 

scales and guide development in materials and reactor engineering to further improve the large-137 

scale design of the process. 138 

In general, the ECO2R field is challenged by the inconsistent and incomplete reporting of FOM 139 

in publications. This can, in part, be attributed to the dichotomy of advancements researchers 140 

are pursuing and differences in laboratory equipment and expertise. Material design focuses on 141 

improving the selectivity and activity of the reactions and often reports improvements in partial 142 

current densities and faradaic efficiency, whereas reactor engineering and scale up tackles the 143 

challenges in durability, size, single pass conversion, and energy efficiencies of the cell. The 144 

future industrial implementation of ECO2R will benefit from complete assessments, where 145 

experimental data can be complemented with modeling results, to best represent the trade-offs 146 

associated with the scale up of the technology. 147 

Data for the assessment of ECO2R can come from two primary sources: computational modeling 148 

and experimental results. The computational multiphase modeling of ECO2R reactions seeks to 149 

understand the underlying physical phenomena using fundamental relationships to explain 150 

experimental results and predict performance. Computational models highlight the theoretical 151 

limits of different material or chemical combinations and can offer fundamental explanations 152 

for phenomena observed in experiments. While good at explaining relationships, models are 153 

only as good as their assumptions, relational equations, and the computing power available. The 154 

more relationships that are established experimentally, the less computationally intensive 155 

models of large systems will become, allowing more large-scale predictions. Previous modeling 156 

attempts have mostly been one-dimensional, first characterizing materials individually and then 157 

characterizing the architectures as a whole (Weng et al., 2019). Recently, models have moved 158 

to a two-dimensional space to better account for variations in the feed gas flow (Kas et al., 2021; 159 

Yang et al., 2021). 160 

Experimental studies have reported three main ECO2R product types based on the 161 

electrocatalyst used: carbon monoxide, formic acid and multi-carbon products. Due to the 162 

differences in the complexity of mechanisms and the phase (liquid or gas) of the products, the 163 

three types of ECO2R products require different electrolyzer configurations and have achieved 164 

different levels of success. In each product subcategory, however, advancements can be 165 
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generally categorized as technological advancements which are pushing toward more 166 

industrially relevant designs (i.e., favoring high throughputs and low energy demands) and 167 

material advancements which are focused on the selectivity and Faradaic efficiency of the 168 

reaction toward specific products. Herein a brief description of each electrolyzer design type is 169 

given along with the state-of-the-art FOM achieved for each product. 170 

The electrochemical reduction of CO2 to carbon monoxide (CO) is mechanistically the simplest 171 

reduction reaction, only requiring 2 protons and electrons, and has shown high selectivity and 172 

relatively high energy efficiency, leading to a more mature technological state. Research is now 173 

focused on achieving the highest current density of CO at the lowest voltage for the longest 174 

duration. Liu et al. (2018) recently reported 98% selectivity at approximately 3 V and 200 175 

mA/cm2. They held this production for 4000 hours using an alkaline membrane electrode 176 

assembly (MEA) in a zero-gap configuration with an anion exchange membrane (AEM). The 177 

authors used a 5 cm2 electrode for their work. Future work on CO production will need to 178 

replicate similar values on increasingly larger electrodes, and even stacks, while overcoming cell 179 

stability issues caused by the consumption of water and subsequent drying out of the 180 

membrane. 181 

The production of formate or formic acid is, in some regards, very different from the other two 182 

product groups. The conversion of gas to liquid creates unique design constraints for pressure 183 

management and mass transfer to and away from the electrocatalyst. Conversely, it also tends 184 

to ease subsequent separation stages. The current state of the art in ECO2R to formate uses an 185 

alkaline MEA with a flowing liquid catholyte to aid in transport. Both AEMs and bipolar 186 

membranes (BPM) are being investigated, but BPMs have currently shown reduced crossover 187 

and higher durability, bringing them closer to the needs of industrial standards. The reaction to 188 

produce formate is challenged by flooding and product crossover which can be addressed with 189 

thicker membranes and improved cell design and operational modes. In combination with the 190 

liquid catholyte layer, this leads to high overpotentials and low energy efficiencies. Similar to the 191 

production of CO, ECO2R to formate has achieved high selectivity at lab scale and recent work 192 

focuses on addressing challenges of industrial scale up of the process. In a recent step towards 193 

larger scale reactors, Y. Chen et al. (2020) demonstrated up to 90% FE to formate at a partial 194 

current density of 500 mA/cm2 on a significantly larger than typical (25 cm2) gas diffusion 195 

electrode (GDE) utilizing a BPM in an MEA flow cell. Grigioni et al. (2021) reached a higher 196 

current density (930 mA/cm2) with a FE of 93% utilizing InP colloidal quantum dot catalysts. 197 

Although more selective, their AEM flow cell was only 1 cm2 and suffered from flooding during 198 

durability testing. Hence, the efficient industrial implementation of ECO2R to formate 199 
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production will require trade-offs in reactor design between energy efficiency and selectivity to 200 

be balanced with overall stability and size. 201 

While CO2 reduction to single-carbon products relies on simple, easier to control mechanisms, 202 

ECO2R to multi-carbon products has proven more difficult to achieve high selectivities and 203 

activities. Copper is the only catalyst to date that yields multi-carbon products in substantial 204 

quantities (Hori et al., 1986). The catalyst configuration/facets and different dopants added are 205 

used to tailor the products. Adding polymers to the active surface has been a particular focus in 206 

the field, as they have been shown the ability to improve selectivity and suppress the competing 207 

hydrogen evolution reaction (HER). In their recent report, X. Chen et al. (2020) demonstrated 208 

this enhanced product selectivity by incorporating a polyamine into the Cu catalyst. They 209 

achieved up to 87% FE towards ethylene at -0.47 V vs. reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) in a 210 

10 M KOH flow cell. The incorporation of polymers in reactor design for ECO2R to multi-carbon 211 

products has also been studied. García de Arquer et al. (2020) reported a partial current density 212 

of 1.3 A/cm2 toward ethylene utilizing an ionomer incorporated MEA style flow cell. Despite a 213 

focus on the reactor scale up, García de Arquer et al. (2020) still utilized 7M KOH to achieve the 214 

lower overpotentials needed. However, lower concentrations of base will be needed to lower 215 

overall costs as well as improve cell durability to achieve industrial scale lifetimes. 216 

Recent work has shown improvements in selectivity and stability when breaking down the 217 

reaction into two steps: first performing CO2 reduction to CO, then subsequently reducing CO 218 

into C2+ products, such as ethanol or ethylene (Jouny et al., 2019). This two-step process also 219 

eliminates the side reaction of CO2 to carbonate species which leads to a loss in CO2 and OH- 220 

species. Thus, researchers have expanded their studies to explore CO reduction with the aim of 221 

producing high value, multi-carbon products, within the value chain of CO2 valorization.  222 

To summarize, the field of experimental ECO2R is seeing continuous and increasingly rapid 223 

advances. The modeling and assessment of ECO2R have to keep up with these developments, 224 

both in terms of process design and operating conditions. This way, they can provide useful 225 

information to expand the knowledge of experimentalists further from experimental results, 226 

thus providing a valuable feedback loop to accelerate the development and deployment of the 227 

technology. For further review of the current experimental advances, we refer the reader to the 228 

most up to date review papers and individual studies (e.g. latest reviews by May 2021, not 229 

extensive:      Tan et al., 2021; Ye et al., 2021; Zhao and Quan, 2021     ). 230 

4. Modeling  231 
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Process modeling bridges the data gap from experimental results to the large-scale 232 

implementation of the technology and lays the groundwork for the systematic assessment of 233 

the implementation of ECO2R. The configuration of an ECO2R process consists of the basic 234 

stages depicted in Figure 2. First, CO2 is captured and refined either from stationary point 235 

sources or from the atmosphere (direct air capture, DAC). Next, the one or two-step electrolysis 236 

transforms CO2 into products, which have to be separated from the outlet streams.       The 237 

modeling of carbon capture has been widely studied (Ben-Mansour et al., 2016; Li et al., 2019, 238 

2018; Miller et al., 2014), so in this section we focus on the modeling of the CO2 electroreduction 239 

and the subsequent separation units. 240 

 241 

Figure 2. Scheme of the production of chemicals via the electroreduction of CO2. 242 

Several studies have dealt with modeling electrolysis cells to assess the effect of operating 243 

variables on their performance using transport models, heat transfer, and kinetics. A number of 244 

contributions present models to predict the performance of a solid oxide electrolysis cell for CO2 245 

electrolysis. Ni (2010) calculates electrochemical losses including ohmic, activation and 246 

concentration overpotentials, which was then extended with computational fluid dynamics 247 

model to include detailed heat and mass transfer in both the gas channels and the porous 248 

electrodes. Xie and Xue (2012) model multi-transport processes of charge, mass, momentum, 249 

and energy with detailed surface chemistry for the production of CO. Their results show that 250 

high operating temperatures may improve adsorption/desorption rate and mitigate carbon 251 
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deposition on the catalyst surface. Narasimhaiah and Janardhanan (2013) use the Butler–Volmer 252 

equation to evaluate the electrochemical reaction rate at the solid oxide cell. The authors use 253 

their model to predict a cost reduction by operating at high potentials and recommend working 254 

at conversions below 95% to avoid the Boudouard reaction.  Li et al. (2013) present a model for 255 

electrode design by coupling an elementary reaction model of CO2/H2O co-electrolysis with 256 

heterogeneous elementary reactions, electrochemical reactions, electrode microstructure, and 257 

the transport of mass and charge. (Luo et al., 2014) develop a two-dimensional model to analyze 258 

the performance and efficiency of said co-electrolysis in a tubular solid oxide electrolysis cell 259 

using fluid flow, heat/mass transfer and electrochemical/chemical reactions, and conclude that 260 

the reversed water-gas shift reaction promotes the CO2 conversion ratio. In the same line, Aicart 261 

et al. (2014) build a similar model and perform predictive simulations of partial pressures, 262 

current densities, and overpotentials. They conclude that the thermal equilibrium of the cell is 263 

strongly dependent on the radiative heat losses. Ren et al. (2018) use a first-principles based 264 

microkinetic modeling study to evaluate the effect of oxygen vacancy locations on the CO2 265 

reduction reaction and identify CO desorption as the rate-controlling step. More recent studies 266 

have explored other electrolyzer designs. Weng et al. (2018) present a multiphysics model of 267 

vapor-fed gas-diffusion electrodes for CO2 reduction using basic species transport mechanisms, 268 

concentration-dependent charge-transfer kinetics and acid/base kinetics to explore the 269 

tradeoffs between transport and kinetic tradeoffs. They apply the same concepts to build the 270 

model for membrane-electrode assemblies (Weng et al., 2019), concluding that the designs with 271 

an aqueous anode feed present higher current densities than the ones with gaseous feeds at 272 

both the anode and the cathode.  273 

These models are built upon lab scale data and complex mechanics, and are hence difficult to 274 

translate into the higher-level data needed to make techno-economic and environmental 275 

predictions at the process level. The lack of pilot-scale case studies and the accompanying data 276 

is another limiting factor for the modeling of an industrial-scale electrolyzer. The extended 277 

assumption of a linear scale up of performance with respect to the size of the electrolyzer may 278 

result in unrealistic estimations of the active area of an individual electrolyzer. An oversized 279 

electrolyzer model results in a larger electricity consumption and an unrealistic high flux of 280 

product, which impacts the subsequent economic and environmental performance estimations. 281 

Furthermore, due to the lack of consistency between experimental designs, process modelers 282 

have to rely on discrete sampling to overcome the large number of operational variables and 283 

design-specific differences between experiments.  Without knowledge of the effects of changing 284 

system parameters from one experiment to the next, each experiment can only be scaled up in 285 
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isolation. These limitations result in two main types of electrolyzer models based on their 286 

complexity. The first and most common group are the ones that rely on material and energy 287 

balances and stoichiometric relations (Chen and Lin, 2018; De Luna et al., 2019; Jouny et al., 288 

2018; Thonemann and Schulte, 2019) or black box models (Rumayor et al., 2019a). The second 289 

and more complex type includes mass transfer effects and the influence of design and 290 

operational variables on the selectivity (Orella et al., 2019).  291 

The modeling of the associated separation processes of the gas and liquid outlet streams of the 292 

electrolyzer can also be analyzed in terms of model complexity. Most of the existing studies in 293 

the literature use simplistic assumptions. For instance, some authors use material and energy 294 

balances with fixed separation factors and compositions that are later used  for cost or impact 295 

parametrization (De Luna et al., 2019; Dominguez-Ramos et al., 2015; Jouny et al., 2018), or 296 

empirical models like Sherwood mass transfer correlations to describe separation costs (Orella 297 

et al., 2019). These simplified models can be easily applied to different products and operating 298 

conditions. However, the separation costs and energy consumption are widely affected by the 299 

composition of the output streams from the CO2 electrolysis process, which at the same time 300 

depends on the corresponding design and operational variables (e.g., current density, 301 

overpotential, etc.), yet is often disregarded. Thus, a second group includes more rigorous and 302 

comprehensive models for ECO2R with a more detailed modeling of separation stages. These 303 

are typically implemented through the use of commercial simulators (Jouny et al., 2018; 304 

Thonemann and Schulte, 2019) but have to be product- and condition-specific.  305 

There exists a clear trade-off between the complexity and accuracy of the model. The 306 

assumptions made during the modeling phase have to be carefully selected, as they will 307 

substantially affect the results of the assessment stage, and consequently influence the 308 

decisions made on the implementation of the technology.   309 

5. Performance assessment 310 

The performance of ECO2R processes can be assessed in three main areas: technological, 311 

economic, and environmental. In addition, a realistic assessment of emerging technologies must 312 

take into account their current technology readiness level (TRL) and its expected evolution. 313 

However, most works do not include this indicator in their assessment methodology. Chauvy et 314 

al. (2019) propose a semi-quantitative method for the selection of CCU products including these 315 

three areas. With it, they identify ECO2R to ethanol as one of the promising CO2 conversion 316 

options for short- to mid-term deployment.  An analysis with such a wide focus can be done at 317 

the expense of precision. Aiming only to assess the state of technology, Roh et al. (2020) recently 318 
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published a systematic evaluation procedure for identifying the TRL of CO2 utilization 319 

technologies and assigned ECO2R a TRL value of 2. Additional works deal with the independent 320 

assessment of economic or environmental indicators, which are analyzed in more detail below.  321 

5.1. Economic  322 

Techno-economic analysis (TEA) has been widely used since the first applications of Process 323 

Systems Engineering (Pistikopoulos et al., 2021). It is a powerful tool to assess the technical and 324 

economic performance of processes that consists of quantifying the design of the process plant 325 

and determining the associated costs and revenues of its operation. Many works have 326 

implemented TEA on CCU processes (Collodi et al., 2017; Michailos et al., 2019; Pérez-Fortes et 327 

al., 2014; Proaño et al., 2020). Recently, Zimmermann et al. (2020) have published detailed 328 

guidelines for the TEA of CCU processes. They suggest a four-step method based on life cycle 329 

assessment standards (International Organization for Standardization, 2006) to unify 330 

assessment procedures. Herein, we focus on the specific application of TEA to ECO2R.  331 

Several studies have carried out techno-economic assessments of the direct electroreduction of 332 

CO2 to single and multi-carbon products. Figure 3 summarizes the production costs reported by 333 

a set of studies, including results for base case and optimistic scenarios with different 334 

assumptions on electricity and CO2 feedstock prices. The current market prices for the chemicals 335 

under study (assumed to be produced from fossil fuels, data from IHS Markit (2020)) and the 336 

results for some statistics calculated from the ECO2R production cost estimations reported in 337 

the literature are shown in Table 1. It should be noted that these calculations include the 338 

estimates for both current costs and future projections, which could not be isolated due to the 339 

moderate volume of data and the different considerations in the optimistic assumptions. Carbon 340 

monoxide and formic acid are the two products that are closest to being cost-competitive. 341 

Indeed, the average electrolyzer-based cost for these chemicals is 2.6 and 1.9 times greater than 342 

the US 2019 average market price for CO and formic acid, respectively. The most optimistic 343 

future cost projection of the electrochemical production of carbon monoxide is just 17% higher 344 

than its current market price and the same value for formic acid is 5 times lower than its market 345 

price. However, these calculations and projections vary significantly with the results showing 346 

standard deviations of 48% and 81% of the average production cost for CO and formic acid, 347 

respectively. Ethylene is next in terms of the gap between the electrolytic production cost and 348 

its current market price, with an average ECO2R production cost per kg of $2.49 (425% higher 349 

than a market price of $0.58kg-1) and standard deviation (74% with respect to the average ECO2R 350 

production cost). The statistics for methanol are similar: a reported average ECO2R production 351 
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cost of $1.4 per kg vs. a market price of 0.26 $/kg leads to an average/market price ratio of 547% 352 

and standard deviation/average of 74%. Ethanol, with a market price of $0.48kg-1 and an average 353 

electrolysis-based production cost of $3.92kg-1 shows the highest cost gap with similar values of 354 

standard deviation and average production cost. To the best of our knowledge, only two studies 355 

reported production costs for methane, which is insufficient to make a thorough assessment, 356 

though those reported results are still presented in Figure 3. In general terms, the low gap 357 

between the lower bound of the production cost and the market price of the products shows 358 

optimistic views towards the future implementation of CO2 electroreduction technologies, with 359 

carbon monoxide and formic acid being the closest to cost-efficiency. However, the high 360 

variabilities in the production cost reported by different studies raises the need to further 361 

examine the assumptions used for the techno-economic assessment.  362 

 363 

  364 

Figure 3. Overview of the results for the direct electrolysis production cost of chemicals from techno-economic 365 
analyses in the literature. Data source: Agarwal et al., 2011; Herron and Maravelias, 2016; Spurgeon and Kumar, 366 

2018; De Luna et al., 2019; Kibria et al., 2019; Orella et al., 2019; Ramdin et al., 2019; Rumayor et al., 2019. 367 

 368 

 369 

 370 
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 371 

 372 

Table 1. Market price and statistics for the production cost of chemicals via the direct electroreduction of CO2 373 
reported in the literature. 374 

[$/kg] 
 Carbon 

monoxide 
Formic 

acid Methane Methanol Ethanol Ethylene 

2019 United 
States 
market 
price1 for 
fossil-based 
chemicals 

 

0.15 0.50 0.12 0.26 0.48 0.58 

  

Estimated 
ECO2R 
production 
costs from 
the 
literature2 

Literature 
average 0.39 0.96 3.72 1.40 3.92 2.48 

Standard 
deviation 0.19 0.78 2.40 1.03 3.96 1.83 

Minimum 0.18 0.10 1.07 0.54 0.37 0.65 

Maximum 0.64 2.63 5.72 2.64 11.27 4.92 
1Source: (IHS Markit, 2020). 375 

2Agarwal et al., 2011; Herron and Maravelias, 2016; Spurgeon and Kumar, 2018; De Luna et al., 376 

2019; Kibria et al., 2019; Orella et al., 2019; Ramdin et al., 2019; Rumayor et al., 2019 377 

 378 

Figure 4 depicts the breakdown of the production costs of four chemicals (carbon monoxide, 379 

formic acid, ethylene and ethanol) from three selected references that provide cost breakdown 380 

data (De Luna et al., 2019; Jouny et al., 2018; Orella et al., 2019). Assessing the different cost 381 

shares reported by each reference for each individual product reveals the effect of different 382 

assumptions for cost-related parameters. Regarding the variability of the cost breakdowns, 383 

carbon monoxide appears again as the product with the most stable results, due to the maturity 384 

of its production via electrolysis. For carbon monoxide the electricity consumption by the 385 

electrolyzer stands out as the main cost driver with an average share of 51% of the total cost 386 

and a standard deviation of only 7%. The second largest cost contributor varies depending on 387 

the source: 27-30% for CO2 feedstock (De Luna et al., 2019; Jouny et al., 2018) vs. 30% for capital 388 

costs (Orella et al., 2019). A similar effect is observed for formic acid. While Jouny, Luc and Jiao 389 

(2018) and Orella et al. (2019) calculate higher shares for operational costs (57% and 87%, 390 
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respectively), De Luna et al. (2019) show electricity as the main cost driver (41% of total 391 

production cost). While the results for multi-carbon products show more discrepancies 392 

concerning cost drivers and their distribution, a general increase in the capital costs can be 393 

observed due to the electrolyzer products requiring further separation. Nevertheless, the 394 

electricity consumption always represents a significant fraction of the total costs with values 395 

ranging from 26% to 78% due to the wide range of electricity prices assumptions (0.02 $ kWh-1 396 

to 0.10 $ kWh-1). Thus, the modeling of electricity rates is critical for the techno-economic 397 

evaluation of ECO2R processes.   398 

The parameters that are observed to fluctuate the most, and thus are key to providing accurate 399 

cost estimations, are either technological metrics related to the maturity of the electrolyzer 400 

technology (e.g., CO2 single-pass conversion, selectivity, power and current densities) or 401 

economic (e.g., lifetime, feedstock price, electricity cost). It should also be noted that even 402 

though all three works use as a basis the electrolyzer capital costs reported by the hydrogen 403 

model (H2A) of the United States Department of Energy (James et al., 2013) for the production 404 

of hydrogen via water electrolysis, the resulting capital costs vary significantly due to the 405 

different technical values considered for voltage and current density. Lower current density 406 

assumptions result in larger electrolyzers, with consequent capital and operational cost 407 

increases. These results confirm the importance of unifying technical and economic assumptions 408 

and building accurate prediction models. The values for all these relevant technical parameters 409 

and costs are currently provided by lab-scale data, simulations and future projections. Thus, 410 

upcoming techno-economic assessments will benefit from adjusting these preliminary TEAs with 411 

results for the actual technology developments at pilot plant and industrial scales and new 412 

models.  413 
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 414 

Figure 4. Cost breakdown for the production cost of carbon monoxide, formic acid, ethylene and ethanol calculated 415 
with data from Jouny, Luc and Jiao (2018); De Luna et al. (2019) and Orella et al. (2019).  416 

 417 

Aside from these studies on the economic performance of the direct electroreduction of CO2 418 

into chemicals, other authors have used techno-economic assessment tools to explore 419 

alternative routes for CO2 electroreduction. Jouny, Hutchings and Jiao (2019) applied their 420 

techno-economic assessment method (Jouny et al., 2018) to compare the direct route to the 421 

two-step conversion process (CO2 reduction into CO, which is then reduced into acetic acid or 422 

ethylene) concluding that even if capital costs are increased, electricity costs are significantly 423 

reduced together with a performance increase, due to increased product selectivity and hence 424 

lower separation costs. Similarly, Li et al. (2016) explore splitting the CO2 reduction process into 425 

CO reduction and the Fischer-Tropsch process, and conclude that the economic competitiveness 426 

of the resulting product with respect to petroleum-based products relies on simultaneous 427 

improvement of both the technologies used, decreasing the likelihood of its realization, as 428 

Fischer-Tropsch is a very mature technology. Another combined alternative is that proposed by 429 

Na et al. (2019). They tested the coupling of carbon dioxide reduction reactions with organic 430 

oxidation to improve the economic feasibility of the technology and report better economic 431 

performance with respect to the traditional ECO2R processes, using market price for formic acid, 432 

n-propanol, acetaldehyde, allyl alcohol, glycolaldehyde, and ethylene glycol as a reference. In 433 
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the same vein, Verma, Lu and Kenis (2019) find the co-electrolysis of CO2 and glycerol to be a 434 

promising alternative for lowering electricity consumption up to 53%.  435 

Additionally, some works explore the integration of the technology with process and energy 436 

systems. This is the case in Herron and Maravelias (2016), who analyzed the process economics 437 

for a solar refinery that converts CO2 into methanol using a photovoltaic-powered electrolyzer. 438 

Their method provides targets for the performance of electrocatalysts and solar electricity 439 

generation to render the process economically competitive and conclude that the solar-440 

powered electrocatalytic reduction is ultimately limited by the price of solar electricity. 441 

Conversely, the work by Ioannou et al. (2020) explores the use of mathematical optimization to 442 

find hybrid (fossil- and CO2-based) routes for the production of ethylene. While they conclude 443 

that the thermochemical route is currently economically and environmentally more efficient, 444 

they also determine that higher electrolyzer efficiencies would increase the viability of the 445 

electrosynthesis route. The hybrid route is economically more expensive (by 30%) but 446 

environmentally more efficient (showing 54% and 29% decrease in the environmental impacts 447 

on ecosystems quality and resources, respectively).  448 

All these works provide useful techno-economic assessment tools to estimate the costs of CO2 449 

reduction, identify technical and economic targets for its cost-competitiveness. However, there 450 

is a need for unified cost scenarios, e.g., current, near future (2030), and long-term (2050), as 451 

well as more detailed modeling of electricity prices in low-carbon electricity grids. For instance, 452 

more robust process models would allow for more realistic process designs, which could reduce 453 

the uncertainties associated with capital and operating cost estimations. Indeed, most of the 454 

CO2 electrolysis experimental works have been carried out at laboratory scale, e.g., relative low 455 

energy density. Thus, there is a need for a better understanding of the operation of CO2 456 

electrolysis at industrial scales, e.g., higher current densities and using CO2 streams with 457 

impurities (SOx, NOx, etc.). On the other hand, the iterations between CO2 electrolysis processes 458 

and electricity markets requires a better understanding. For example, the variability of electricity 459 

prices increases as the share of wind and solar PV power in the energy mix increases, which 460 

could require a more flexible operation of the electrolyzers to take advantage of the electricity 461 

price dynamics. Thus, the value of CO2 electrolyzer flexibility in view of dynamic electricity prices 462 

requires a better understanding.    463 

  464 

5.2.  Environmental impact  465 
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The recent publication of reviews and guidelines about the application of life cycle assessment 466 

(LCA) to CCU has revealed the emergence of a body of work on the adaptation of current LCA 467 

practices to the new challenges that CO2-based processes pose. In this section, we refer to some 468 

of these general studies and inspect their conclusions related to the environmental impacts of 469 

ECO2R. Artz et al. (2018) made an extensive review of catalysts and their impact on the LCA of 470 

CO2 conversion to identify opportunities to use CO2 as a feedstock, and thus avoid the utilization 471 

of fossil resources. The authors compare the electrochemical conversion of CO2 and methanol 472 

to dimethyl carbonate and alternative processes for its production. They state that 473 

breakthrough improvements in the process design would be required for the electrochemical 474 

route to be environmentally beneficial.  Koj et al. (2019) performed a review of 32 LCA studies 475 

on Power-to-X revealing a lack of transparency on technological and methodological 476 

assumptions, especially dealing with multi-functionality, for processes that yield several 477 

products. The authors also highlight the source of electricity as a crucial driver of the 478 

environmental impact.  Very recently, a similar study focused on 52 peer-reviewed articles that 479 

dealt with LCA and CO2-based chemical production (Thonemann, 2020). When comparing CO2-480 

based paths for the production of formic acid to the conventional process, hydrogenation 481 

performs better in most indicators, but the electrochemical route shows promising results in 482 

terms of impacts on climate change and human health. All of these reviews stress the different 483 

methodological and technical choices found in the literature and the need to unify criteria in 484 

pursuit of comparability. Hence, Müller et al. (2020) define a systematic selection of the 485 

functional unit and system boundaries based on the final use of the CCU product (as energy 486 

storage; or chemicals, materials, fuels and others) and the similarities in chemical structure and 487 

composition to the traditional product to which it is compared. They also offer modeling 488 

assumptions to deal with multi-functionality      in CCU, as well as options to bridge data gaps.  489 

Previous CCU research has addressed the hydrogenation of CO2 into formic acid with hydrogen 490 

supplied by water electrolysis (Hoppe et al., 2018; Pérez-Fortes et al., 2016; Sternberg et al., 491 

2017). However, there are only a limited number of studies on the LCA of the direct 492 

electrochemical reduction of CO2 into chemicals that provide detailed impact breakdowns in 493 

terms of feedstocks, process stages and energy sources. Dominguez-Ramos et al. (2015) 494 

published one of the first LCA studies on ECO2R, with formate as the main product. Although 495 

the authors report results for greenhouse gas emissions 10 to 170 times higher than the 496 

conventional process under the current state of technology at the time, they find some 497 

encouraging results for a very optimistic future scenario (100% faradaic efficiency, extractive 498 

distillation, and a solar photovoltaic-powered electrolyzer), with greenhouse gas emissions 41% 499 
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lower than the conventional process. In former works they evaluate the environmental 500 

competitiveness of the production of formic acid by ECO2R (Rumayor et al., 2018) and the effect 501 

of cathode lifetime (Rumayor et al., 2019a). They later included the influence of time to assess 502 

the evolution of the impact and the influence of energy systems on the environmental 503 

performance of the process (Aldaco et al., 2019).  504 

Thonemann and Schulte (2019) analyzed the critical matter of scaling up emerging technologies 505 

and proposed a methodology to apply LCA to evaluate the environmental impact of future 506 

ECO2R processes. The authors tested their method on the ECO2R to formic acid through the 507 

definition of different scale-up scenarios: 1. laboratory data, 2. the best-case estimate assuming 508 

ideal conditions, and 3. scale-up with more realistic technical assumptions, where they test 509 

different reactor designs scale-ups. The resulting global warming impact of batch reactor and 510 

three-compartment cell (TCC) configurations are higher than that of the flow-through reactor 511 

(FTR) scale-up. In the recent work of Kibria Nabil et al. (2021), the authors presented a 512 

comparative LCA of one and two-step electrochemical conversion of CO2 into eight bulk 513 

chemicals (carbon monoxide, formic acid, methane, methanol, ethylene, ethanol, n-propanol 514 

and acetic acid). They reported a lower carbon intensity in the two-step route, due to the 515 

avoidance of carbonate formation, and found that syngas, ethylene and n-propanol were the 516 

most compelling products in terms of global warming impact.   517 

Figure 5 shows the breakdown of the global warming impacts (GWI, kg CO2 eq per kg of product) 518 

for direct ECO2R to formic acid reported in these last studies (Aldaco et al., 2019; Nabil et al., 519 

2020; Thonemann and Schulte, 2019). It should be noted that Aldaco et al. (2019) report results 520 

for the aggregated process emissions instead of a conversion, separation and balance of plant 521 

(BOP) breakdown, represented in “Other emissions”. Also it is important to note that different 522 

assumptions are made regarding the distribution of the impacts based on the categories “CO2 523 

credit” and “conversion emissions”. Thonemann and Schulte (2019) provide only a positive “CO2 524 

credit” where capture emissions where previously subtracted. For this reference, we have 525 

selected the scale-ups that they claim to be more realistic with current technology 526 

advancements (three compartment cell, TCC) and the design with assumptions that are more 527 

realistic for future applications (flow-through reactor, FTR). The average GWI for the current 528 

estimates (excluding FTR) is 2.94 kg CO2 per kg of formic acid, while the optimistic solution of 529 

Thonemann and Schulte (2019) is the only one where the credits exceed the impacts, due to a 530 

dramatic reduction in the emissions from the separation stages, which are the main source of 531 

GWI in current estimates. Hence, the energy intensity of purification processes becomes a 532 

crucial variable to control the emissions of ECO2R.  533 
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Table 2      lists the main LCA modeling assumptions made by each reference. There seems to be 534 

an agreement on using consequential cradle-to-gate analysis and Ecoinvent as the database for 535 

life cycle inventory. However, the LCIA methodology selected differs or is not specified. Some 536 

studies in other fields prove that the resulting impacts are sensitive to the impact assessment 537 

method (Bovea and Gallardo, 2006; Renou et al., 2008; Zhou et al., 2011), highlighting the need 538 

for a unified criteria. In this sense, Müller et al. (2020) recommend the use of CML (Institute of 539 

Environmental Sciences, University of Leiden) in its most recent version for CCU applications. 540 

Nevertheless, further research should be performed to determine which method is more 541 

suitable for the assessment of ECO2R in particular. The number of indicators analyzed are scarce. 542 

While GWI is a widely used metric by the LCA community, future studies should tackle the 543 

inclusion of a combination of midpoint and endpoint indicators to extend the reach of the 544 

analysis. These assessment divergences stack with the different assumptions made in the 545 

modeling stage when defining the inventory, preventing the comparability of different studies. 546 

Another major concern to explore in future research is the assessment of different products and 547 

routes, and their integration with current fossil technologies. 548 

 549 

Figure 5. Global warming impact (GWI) breakdown in kg CO2e per kg of formic acid reported by (Aldaco et al., 2019; 550 
Nabil et al., 2020; Thonemann and Schulte, 2019). Credits for avoided CO2 emissions and byproducts (other).  551 

 552 

 553 
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Table 2. Assumptions for the three LCAs studied (Aldaco et al., 2019; Nabil et al., 2020; Thonemann and Schulte, 554 
2019).  555 

Reference 

Nabil et al., 2020 Thonemann and 
Schulte, 2019 Aldaco et al. 2019 

Approach n.s. Consequential      Dynamic 

Functional 
unit 1 kg of FA 1 kg of FA 1 kg of FA 

Scope Cradle-to-gate Cradle-to-gate Cradle-to-gate 

Software GaBi Professional 
software openLCA 1.7.4 GaBi Professional 

software 

Database Ecoinvent 3.5  Ecoinvent 3.4 Ecoinvent 3.3  

LCIA method n.s. ILCD 1.0.8 CML 2016 
*n.s.: not specified      556 

 557 

6. Perspective and insight 558 

The electroreduction of CO2 is emerging as an attractive alternative technology compared to 559 

fossil-based chemicals, opening opportunities in many different sectors. However, the maturity 560 

of the technology and the required shift from fossil-based technologies pose some challenges 561 

that will have to be addressed for the extensive adoption of CO2 reduction to chemicals and 562 

fuels. In this context, process, techno-economic, and environmental models are analytical tools 563 

that can provide insights into the research and development needs for the industrial deployment 564 

of electroreduction of CO2. This section will examine some of these challenges and opportunities 565 

to identify the areas for improvement and define pathways towards the industrial 566 

implementation of the technology.  567 

Since many technologies fail in the transition from benchtop to industrial-scale, developing a 568 

deeper understanding of the physical and energetic scaling relationships of ECO2R systems will 569 

be essential to designing optimized ECO2R processes at scale. An efficient bidirectional feedback 570 

loop between early industrial adopters and experimental research will be necessary, as it will 571 

provide critical data for systems engineering and reactor design to further optimize this 572 

technology. A successful example of this can be seen in the work by Guo and Sun (2020), where 573 

the authors use analysis from Jouny et al. (2018) to calculate the competitiveness of a newly 574 

developed catalyst. Here, data availability, quality, and the inclusion of uncertainty should be 575 

targeted.  576 
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The adoption of ECO2R will also require a multi-scale integration effort by connecting the 577 

advances that are currently being made at different scales: laboratory (Huang and Hu, 2018; 578 

Zhao et al., 2020), plant (van Bavel et al., 2020), and supply chain (Leonzio et al., 2020, 2019). 579 

ECO2R processes can be enhanced via integration with other CO2 conversion methods such as 580 

photocatalytic, CO2 polymerization, biohybrid, and molecular machine technologies. Hybrid 581 

solutions, that combine electrolysis and traditional synthesis to take advantage of existing 582 

facilities and equipment, provide one promising avenue towards gaining experience with ECO2R 583 

technologies that limit capital costs and hence have the possibility to provide a smooth 584 

transition away from current fossil-based technologies. In this light, holistic approaches will be 585 

needed to model and assess both components and entire ECO2R processes, and key 586 

performance indicators should be unified to ensure comparability among processes or products.  587 

Sector coupling with renewable energy (using low-cost or curtailed renewable electricity in 588 

Power-to-X applications) will be crucial for the success of ECO2R. First, the adoption of 589 

renewable power in the chemical industry, e.g., for the electrochemical reduction of CO2 to 590 

chemicals, could facilitate the integration of ultra-high wind and solar photovoltaic energy 591 

shares into broader energy systems (Chu et al., 2017; Whipple and Kenis, 2010). The use of 592 

otherwise curtailed renewable power could improve the economics of renewable power plants 593 

in very high renewable power systems and open new markets for renewable power. On the 594 

other hand, the integration of renewable power into the chemical sector could help to 595 

decarbonize the chemical industry, which is considered a difficult to decarbonize energy sector  596 

(Davis et al., 2018; Hepburn et al., 2019). However, there is a need for a better understanding 597 

of the operational and economic aspects of integrated energy systems with Power-to-X 598 

applications. For example, most of the existing studies in the literature are based on a flat price 599 

for renewable electricity (De Luna et al., 2019; Jouny et al., 2018; Orella et al., 2019). However, 600 

the integration of Power-to-X pathways with wholesale or retail electricity markets would likely 601 

involve volatility in electricity prices. Thus, the flexibility of ECO2R processes requires additional 602 

study to understand the design trade-offs between reduced capital and electricity costs. 603 

Additionally, the identification of the most cost-effective pathways as well as cost and 604 

technology targets could facilitate the early adoption of these technologies. In summary, there 605 

is a need for more comprehensive analyses of ECO2R pathways in view of high renewable energy 606 

systems, technology readiness levels, and future electricity markets. Indeed, the appropriate use 607 

of modeling, TEA, and LCA tools has the potential to guide experimental ECO2R research, 608 

reducing production costs, and thereby accelerate the industrial adoption of ECO2R.  609 
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